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Bootstrap

- Jabber
- Minutes
- Start Those Bluesheets
- Review Agenda; Bash Agenda
Tuesday

Related Meetings: DNS-Over-HTTP Bar BoF, and QUIC/HTTPBis Relationship

Active Drafts

- Cache Digests for HTTP/2
- HTTP Client Hints
- Encrypted Content-Encoding for HTTP
- Opportunistic Security for HTTP
- A JSON Encoding for HTTP Header Field Values
  - HTTP header common structure
- The ORIGIN HTTP/2 Frame
- RFC5987bis: Indicating Character Encoding and Language for HTTP Header Field Parameters
- RFC6265bis: Cookies

Updates On Calls For Adoption

- TCP Tuning for HTTP (in CfA)
- Secondary Certificate Authentication in HTTP/2 (in CfA)

Feedback

- Nick Sullivan - Experience with Alternate Services / Encryption
Thursday

Potential and Related Work

- Emily Stark - Expect-CT Certificate Transparency Response Header
- Patrick McManus - Cache-Control: immutable
- Ted Hardie - SDCH
- Vlad Krasnov - Compression Dictionaries for HTTP/2
- Barbara Stark - HTTP bytes-live Range Unit for Live Content
- Wenbo Zhu - Messaging/Websockets for H2 (see also related)

As Time Allows